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Sammanfattning 

Dålig spånbrytning är ett vanligt problem vid maskinbearbetning i många 

tillverkningsanläggningar. Forskningen om spånbrytning inleddes under tidigt 1900-tal, den 

har alltså utvecklats i mer än hundra år och forskare arbetar fortfarande med att skapa ett 

"totalt" spånbrytningssystem. 

Syftet med det här projektet är att förbättra spånbrytningen för att minska ledtiden och 

ytterligare öka OEE vid mjukvarvning på grund av de problem som långa chips orsakar. 

Denna avhandling behandlar grundläggande teorier och befintliga metoder för spånbrytning 

som är användbara för att förstå spånbrytning och därmed kunna föreslå lösningar för att 

optimera spånbrytningen. Under projektet skapades fem koncept, varav två provades. 

Konceptet "flera verktygsbanor" verifierades genom prov. Det visas att det konceptet med 

framgång kunde minska längden på metallchip och förbättra spånbrytningens prestanda. 
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ABSTRACT 

Poor chip breaking is a normal problem in the field of machining in many manufacturing 

plants. The researches on chip control has started from the early 1900s, it has developed for 

more than one hundred years and researchers are still working on it to establish a ‘total’ chip 

control system. 

The purpose of this project is chip breaking improvement for reducing downtime and further 

increasing OEE, because of the problems long chips that cause during a soft turning process. 

This thesis provides basic theories and existing methods for chip breaking which are helpful 

to understand chip breaking and to generate solutions for chip breaking optimization. During 

the project, five concepts are generated and two concepts are tested which are presented in 

this report. The concept ‘multiple tool paths’, which was verified by tests, could successfully 

reduce the length of metal chips and improving the performance of chip breaking. 

 

Key word: chip breaking, chip breaker, tool path, OEE 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Here are the Notations and Abbreviations that are used in this Master thesis.  

 

Notations 

Symbol Description 

𝑣𝑐    Cutting speed (m/min) 

d     Diameter (mm)  

n      Spindle speed (rpm) 

𝑎𝑝                                  Cutting depth (mm) 

𝑑𝑤                                 Diameter of work surface (mm) 

𝑑𝑚                                 Diameter of machined surface (mm) 

𝑡𝑚                                  Machining time (min) 

𝑙𝑚                                  Machined length (mm) 

𝑓                                    Feed rate (mm/r) 

𝑃𝑐                                  Machining power (kW) 

kc                                  Specific cutting force (N/mm 
2
) 

𝑟𝑒                                   Nose radius (mm) 

a                                    Acceleration rate of rotational speed (mm/s 
2
) 

∆t                                  Time interval (s)     

A                                   Availability loss (%) 

P                                    Performance loss (%) 

Q                                   Quality loss (%) 

KARP                            Entering angle (°) 

PSIR                              Lead angle (°) 

 

Abbreviations 

Volvo GTO Volvo Group Truck Operations 

OEE Overall Equipment Efficiency 

CAM Computer Aided Manufacturing 
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KMV                                Köping’s Mechanical Workshop 

DC                                   Dual Clutch 

RNC                                Report of Non-Conformity 

NC                                  Numerical Control 

CAD                                Computer Aided Design 

CMM                              Coordinate Measuring Machine 

BUE                                 Build-up Edge 

TPM                                Total Productive Maintenance 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the background, the purpose, the delimitations and the methods used 

in the presented project. 

1 .1 Background 

1.1.1 Theory background 

Machining is a process of material removal [3]. During the process, the control of removed 

material, so called chips, is an important task to focus on in machining. Thus, chip breaking 

plays an important role in the field of machining, especially in metal cutting. With the 

development of metal cutting technology, chip breaking has become a factor of automated 

machining, which could directly affect cutting performance and efficiency, even increasing 

manufacturing cost of companies. 

Poor chip breaking may have effects as mentioned below [1]: 

 Affect surface qualities of work pieces 

 Damage machine and machining tools 

 Difficult to collect chips 

 Less safe working situation for operators  

As for a manufacturing company, additional costs may happen due to effects as given above 

[1]: 

 Scrap products 

 Repair of machines 

 Need more chip conveyors  

 Reduce productivity 

Due to the importance of chip control, increasing attentions have been put on chip control, as 

well as chip breaking. There are a large number of researches which are related to chip 

breaking. To learn and summarize previous studies and experiences on chip breaking is 

important and useful for this project which is practical experiences needed.  

1.1.2 Practical background 

This project is supported by Volvo GTO Powertrain Operation, Köping. Introduction of the 

company and problem area of this thesis will be described as follows. 

1.1.2.1 Volvo Group 

The Volvo group, which is headquartered in Gothenburg, Sweden, was founded in 1927. The 

group is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of trucks, buses, construction equipment 

and marine and industrial engines. It also provides complete solutions for financing and 

service. Now, the group employs about 95,000 people, has production facilities in 18 

countries and sells its products in more than 190 markets [18]. 
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1.1.2.2 Volvo GTO Powertrain Operation, Köping  

Volvo Group Trucks Operations Powertrain Production, Köping (Volvo GTO Powertrain 

Production, Köping) was established by Otto Hallström in 1856 as Köping’s Mechanical 

Workshop (KMV). It has become KMV part of Volvo Group in 1942. Today, Volvo GTO 

Powertrain Operation, Köping belong to division Powertrain Production of the Volvo Group 

Trucks Operations (Volvo GTO). It produces transmissions and marine products to several of 

the Volvo Group's products. [19] 

There is a diversity of products which are manufactured by Volvo, Köping. The kind of 

products that this project focuses on is shafts belong to I-Shift Dual Clutch (DC). DC is a dual 

clutch version of the standard AMT (I-Shift) gearbox which has 12-speed splitter and range 

gearbox with automated gear changing system. In the initial stage of this project, primary 

shaft production lines which the author worked on could be seen in Table.1. Then, the author 

would work on with the particular production line after problem identification. 

 

Figure 1. Product flow (Courtesy of Volvo) 

Table 1.  Production lines for shafts (soft machining) (Courtesy of Volvo) 

Department 

(Product) 

7113 IX  

(Input shaft) 

7114 MX (Counter shaft) 7115 HX 

 (Main shaft) 

Production Line AX41 AX42 AX51 AX53 AX55 AX62 AX63 

All these production lines contain all soft machining processes for shafts, including rough and 

finish turning, drilling, parting & grooving, boring and threading. For this project, the author 

will only consider about turning process. 

1.1.2.3 Problems 

Volvo, Köping could improve with chip control. For instance, a large number of long and 

cylindrical helical chips are created during turning processes. The productivities and 

production costs have been affected by poor chip breaking in soft turning machining process. 

The department of machining engineering of Volvo, Köping is thinking about solutions for 

current concept to optimize chip breaking performance, in order to reduce the additional cost 

due to undesired chips.  

Trucks 

•Volvo FH 

Trucks 

•Volvo FH 

Engine 

•D13K460  

•D13K500  

•D13K540  

Engine 

•D13K460  

•D13K500  

•D13K540  

AMT (I-Shift) 
Gear Box 

AMT (I-Shift) 
Gear Box 

Shaft 

• Input shaft 

•Main shaft 

•Counter shaft 

Shaft 

• Input shaft 

•Main shaft 

•Counter shaft 
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The primary problems due to chips for today’s concept of soft machining production lines are: 

 Machine breakdown due to long chips (undesired chips)  

o Chips tangle on tools, as shown in Figure2. 

o Chips accumulate between work piece and V-block, as shown in Figure3 

o Chips tangle on work piece, as shown in Figure4 

 Low surface quality which is caused by undesired chips (scrap products) 

 Misalignment due to chips from previous machining process, e.g. chips from external 

machining process to internal machining process, as shown in Figure5 

 Chip conveyor overfull due to poor chip breaking 

 

Figure 2. Chips tangle on tool (Courtesy of Volvo) 

 

Figure 3. Chips between V-blocks (Courtesy of Volvo) 

 

Figure 4. Chips tangle on work piece (Courtesy of Volvo) 
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Figure 5. Chips from external machining process to internal machining process (Courtesy of Volvo) 

These problems mentioned above could cause losses and additional costs for Volvo, Köping: 

 Machine breakdown that will reduce the productivity 

 Increase quantity of scrap products that will increase the cost of manufacture 

 Cost for changing inserts and spare part for machine 

 Additional shipments of metal chips because bins contain a lot of air, as shown in 

Figure6 

 Extra cleaning in machines because of metal chip bundles 

 

Figure 6. Chip collection (Courtesy of Volvo) 

Consequently, it is demanded to pay attention and put action on chip breaking optimization.  

1.2 Challenge  

Challenges for the author are:  

Firstly, literature review, to learn and understanding development of chip breaking. The 

research on chip control has started from 1900s, it has developed for hundreds of years and 

researchers still working on it to establish a ‘total’ chip control system. Consequently, it is a 

theoretical knowledge based and time demanding work for the author. 
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Secondly, to think about feasible solutions to optimize chip breaking in order to get less 

undesired chips. It needs the author to be open system of thought and innovative. 

Finally, the project is relatively practical experienced demanded, as for a student, the author is 

lack of such experience. However, it is not only a challenge but is good for the author to think 

of new concept without experienced limitations.  

1.3 Purpose 

The goal of this thesis is to study chip breaking and improve chip breaking in soft turning 

process. For this thesis, two main purposes are proposed: 

 Study of chip breaking 

o Gain theory knowledge in cutting technology, especially in the area of chip control, 

for example chip formation, chip fracture, existing chip breaking methods, etc.  

o Research review on chip breaking: to understand the development and further trend 

of research on chip breaking 

 Chip breaking improvement of soft turning process  

o Reduce the quantity of undesired chips during soft turning process  

o Improve working environment for operators 

o Increase OEE by X% 

1.4 Deliverables 

 Literature study about chip breaking 

 Reduce quantity of undesired metal chips 

 Reduce risk of machine break down 

1.5 Delimitations 

This thesis project is supported by Volvo, Köping, which is aimed to improve chip breaking 

during soft turning process. Thus, the area of the thesis is limited chip breaking into the area 

of soft turning. In addition, the thesis does not work on with all turning process. The author 

limited turning part to the worst chip breaking performance part. The specific turning machine 

and turning part which are focused on during this thesis will be identified and described in 

chapter 3 Problem Identification. What is more, the author does not cover all parameters that 

may affect chip breaking. Parameters the author tentatively considers are geometry of inserts, 

NC program, cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut. 

1.6 Method 

A working process of this project is shown in Figure 7. Details of methods that used during 

the project are introduced below. 
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Figure 7. Working process 

1.6.1 Top - down method 

In order to find out the exact turning area to work on with, the author used a top-down method. 

From the top level to bottom level, that is the OEE of three shaft production lines to specific 

turning process.  The purpose of this method is to go as deeper as much to find the root 

problem to do optimization.  

In this method, the author used criterions as mentioned below: 

 OEE (Overall Equipment Efficiency) [10] 

OEE is a method to measure manufacturing productivity with specific standards: 

availability, performance and quality. 

o Availability: take into downtime losses, including events that stop planned 

production time, e.g. machine break down (tooling failures, equipment failures, 

etc.) 

           Availability = (Planed Production Time – Stop Time) / Planed Production Time       (1)   

o Performance: take into speed losses, including events that cause the manufacturing 

process to run at less than the maximum possible speed when it is running, e.g. 

small stops (delivery blocked, cleaning/checking, etc.)  

           Performance = (Total Count / Run Time) / Ideal Run Rate                   (2) 

o Quality: take into quality losses, including events that reduce yield, e.g. scrap parts, 

rework parts, etc. 

Quality = Good Counts/ Total Counts                                     (3) 

OEE is calculated by equation (3) and presented by percentage. The higher percentage, 

the better. Theoretically, an OEE score of 100% indicates that the factory is 

manufacturing only good parts (100% quality), as fast as possible (100% performance), 

with no stop time (100% availability) [10]. 

OEE = A * P * Q                                                         (4) 

Where, 

OEE ANALYSIS 

COST ANALYSIS 

OBSERVATION       
(in work shop) 

CONCEPT 
GENERATION 

CONCEPT 
EVALUATION 

(PUGH'S MATRIX) 

DESIGN OF 
EXPERIMENT 

(TAGUCHI METHOD) 
TEST 

TEST EVALUATION 
(WEIGHTED 

DESICION MATRIX) 

DISCUSSION & 
CONCLUSION 
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A=availability loss,  

P=performance loss, 

Q=quality loss 

 RNC (Report of Non-Conformity)  

RNC is a problem-solving method which is widely used in Volvo for solving non-

conformities of the products produced by powertrain production plants.  

RNC combines several tools/methods into a logical process. The solving progress for 

each problem is documented in an RNC report. The report itself is structured according 

to the RNC process, which makes it easy for all involved to follow the process. All 

factories are not using exactly the same report, but all reports have the same structure. 

The report structure (in Swedish) used in Volvo, Köping could be found in APPENDIX 

A. 
 

 

Figure 8. RNC process 

 Cost analysis 

The cost analysis focuses on additional cost which is caused by poor chip breaking. The 

purpose is to find the production line which has the highest additional cost because of 

poor chip breaking. Three types of cost are considered during the cost analysis: cost of 

downtime loss, cost of maintenance and cost of quality loss. 

 Observations 

Observe the whole turning process in the workshop to get information of chip breaking 

performance by eyes. At the same time, making film to record data. From the view of 

probability, observations are randomly arranged in workshop in order to ensure the 

sample on the overall representation.  

*All data of these criterions are provided by Volvo, Köping. 
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1.6.2 Pugh’s matrix 

Pugh’s matrix will be used to choose the best concept after there are more than one new 

concept has been generated. The author uses Pugh’s matrix in parts of this project: benchmark, 

concept evaluation and discussion. 

In this project, the company’s current concept will be used as the base concept. All new 

concepts are compared with base concept according to certain criteria. The results after 

comparison will be pointed as+ (better than base concept), - (worse than base concept) and S 

(same as base concept). Finally, calculate quantities of +, - and S. Then, concept could be 

selected by analyzing results of +, -and S. 

1.6.3 Weighted decision matrix 

A weighted decision matrix is a method for comparing alternatives according to multiple 

criteria of different important levels. It can be used to rank all the alternatives relative to a 

standard reference, creating a partial order for the alternatives. In this method, four 

requirements are needed as mentioned below [21]: 

 a clear set of criteria 

 a set of weights used to define the relative importance of the criteria 

 a standard reference used to comparison 

 a set of well-defined alternatives  

1.6.4 Experimental method 

In this project, new concepts will be tested to check whether the hypothesis could be verified 

and proposed target could be achieved. In this part, Taguchi Method will be used for test 

design. 

 Taguchi methods 

It was founded by Dr. Taguchi, which focuses on improving the root problem of the 

products or processes. Today, it is one of the most effective methods to decrease product 

cost, improve quality, and optimize design, simultaneously. 

1.6.5 CAM Engineering  

Narrowly, Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) is an application that uses computer 

software to make NC (Numerical Control) program, including tool paths planning, insert 

positions generation, manufacturing processes simulation, NC program generation and NC 

program output. 

CAM is often used together with Computer Aided Design (CAD). Normal process of 

CAD/CAM Engineering is shown in Figure 9 below.  
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Figure 9. CAD/CAM working process 

During this project, Siemens Unigraphics NX 11 [11] was used for CAM Engineering which 

is a kind of software with strong functions of design productivity, simulation productivity, 

CAM, and CMM (coordinate measuring machine) inspection programming. The aim of the 

software is to help users to design, test and manufacturing products quicker with fewer errors. 

In this project, the function of CAM was used for machining process simulation and NC 

program generation. 

*CAD model used in CAM Engineering is provided by Volvo, Köping. 
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

This chapter describes knowledge related to this project, which is helpful to understand the 

project and results.  

2.1 Turning definition 

Turning process is a combination of two movements, rotational movement of work piece (as 

shown in Figure10. ‘Primary motion’) and feed motion of tool (as shown in Figure 10. 

‘Continuous feed motion’) [13]. A turning tool moves axially, along the side of the work 

piece, removing material to form different features, including steps, tapers, chamfers, and 

contours. These features are typically machined at a small radial cutting depth and multiple 

paths are made until the end diameter is reached. As for soft turning, it is a general turning 

process happens before heat treatment. Material machined during soft turning has a relatively 

lower hardness compared with hard machining. It includes roughing and finishing. Important 

parameters contributed to a turning process and related to this project are mentioned as follow: 

 

Figure 10. Turning definition [2] 

 Spindle speed, n (rpm): The rotational speed of the chuck and the work piece in 

revolutions per minute [13]. 

 Cutting speed, Vc (m/min): The surface speed of the work piece at where tool moves 

along the work piece in meter per minute. It is calculated as follow: 

𝑣𝑐 =
𝜋𝑑𝑛

1000
                                                                       (5) 

Where,  

n = spindle speed, rpm 

d = machined diameter, mm 

 Feed rate, f (mm/r): The speed of the movement of tool relative to the revolving work 

piece in millimeter per revolution. 

 Cutting depth, ap (mm): The depth of the tool along the radius of the work piece as it 

makes a cut. 
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𝑎𝑝 =
𝑑𝑤−𝑑𝑚

2
                                                                          (6) 

Where,  

𝑑𝑤= diameter of work surface, mm 

𝑑𝑚= diameter of machined surface, mm 

 Machining time, tm (min): The time required for the cutting tool to make all the 

necessary cuts in the work piece for each operation. It reflects the efficiency of 

machining process. 

𝑡𝑚 =
𝑙𝑚

𝑓 𝑛
                                                                              (7) 

Where, 

             𝑙𝑚 = machined length, mm 

             𝑓 = feed rate, mm/r 

             𝑛 = spindle speed, rpm 

 Machining power, Pc(kw): power required to perform machining process 

𝑃𝑐 = 
𝑣𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑓𝑘𝑐

60×103
                                                                         (8) 

         Where, 

vc = cutting speed, mm/r 

ap = cutting depth, mm 

 𝑓 = feed rate, mm/r 

kc = specific cutting force, N/mm
2
 

 

 

Figure 11. Machining power [23] 

2.2 Chip breaking 

Metal cutting is a process of material removal. The removed material is called chips. 

Generally, conventional metal cutting is a process chip-forming. Thus, chip control plays an 

import role in metal cutting. Regarding to researches on chip control, they focus on three parts: 

Chip flow, chip curl, and chip breaking. [3] 

2.2.1 Chip formation 

Chip breaks because of plastic deformation of work piece’s material. When the shear stress of 

chip exceeds yield limitation of work piece material, metal chip breaks. Theoretically, the 
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process of chip breaks can be described with a model of three deformation zones (Figure12. 

model of deformation zones). 

 Deformation zone I 

This is the zone with high pressure from all sides where develops in front of the cutting edge. 

The actual separation of work piece material also takes place in this zone. As shown in 

Figure12. Model of deformation zones, area between 
OA
→  and 

OM 
→  is the first zone of plastic 

deformation. In this zone, the work piece material is deformed under the influence of force Fr
′  

which makes shear stress on face 
OA
→  reached yield limitation of work piece material:  σOA ≥

σ0.2. [9] 

 Deformation zone II 

This is the secondary shear zone where in front of the rake face and the flank face, the 

work piece material is additionally deformed under the influence of high friction forces. 

[9] 

 Deformation zone III 

This zone takes place the main part of the plastic deformation in the form of shear 

deformation. [9] 

 

    

Figure 12. Model of deformation zones [9] 

2.2.2 Principle of chip fracture 

The chips are formed during the turning process. The Hardness of workpiece’s material will 

be increased due to the relatively large plastic deformation, which is called work hardening. 

After which, the chips become hard and brittle, and are easily broken while subjecting to 

bending or impact loads.  

Generally, process of chip fracture could be divided into two parts: 

The first part is formed during the cutting process, which is called the basic deformation [9]. 

The main factors that affect the basic deformation are: tool rake angle, negative chamfer and 

cutting speed. The smaller the rake angle, the wider the negative chamfer, the lower the 
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cutting speed, the greater deformation of the chip, the better performance to chip breaking. 

Therefore, reducing the rake angle, widening the negative chamfering, reducing the cutting 

speed could be used as methods to improve chip breaking. 

The second part is the deformation of the chip during the chip flow and crimping process, 

which is called the additional deformation [9]. In most cases, only the basic deformation in 

the cutting process is inefficient to break the chip. In order to achieve the purpose of 

hardening and breaking, it must be added an additional deformation. The easiest way is to 

compress chips through a certain shape on tools that is called chip breaker on the rake face. 

Forcing chips into the chip breaker and then curling. As shown in Figure13. Principle of chip 

feature, while chip reaching the wall of chip breaker, a force 𝐹𝐵𝑛 is added to chip to make it 

curl with the radius 𝜌0 and chip thickness ℎ𝑐ℎ. Thus, the chip is subjected to additional re-

crimp deformation after further hardening and embrittlement, and it is easily to break when it 

collides with the workpiece or the flank face.  

 

Figure 13. Principle of chip fracture [9] 

2.2.3 Ways of chip breaking  

According to recent researches on chip control, the ways of chip breaking could be classified 

in three types as mentioned below [14]: 

 Self- breaking 

Happen in where the material, in combination with how the chip is curved, leads to the 

chips being parted as they come off the insert, e.g. gray cast iron. 

 

 

Figure 14. Self-breaking [14] 

 Breaking against the tool 

Occur when the chip curve around until it makes contact with the clearance face of 

inserts or tool holder and the resulting strain snaps it. However, this method might lead 

to damage to tools. 
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Figure 15. Breaking against the tool [17] 

 Breaking against the work piece  

Happen in where the chip snaps when making contact with the work piece surface that 

just been machined. However, this is not a preferable method for work piece that need 

high surface quality, since the method might lead to damage to work piece surface. 

 

 

Figure 16. Breaking against the work piece [14] 

2.2.4 Types of chips 

2.2.4.1 Chip classification 

According to researches on chip control so far, there are three mainly types of chip: 

 Continuous chip: Normally occurs in ductile materials machining 

 Discontinuous chip: Normally occurs in brittle materials machining 

 BUE (Build-up edge) chip: Normally occurs in ductile materials machining with high 

temperature 

 

 

Figure 17. Types of chip [8] 
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2.2.4.2 Shapes of chips 

Common shapes of chips are shown in Figure18. Chip shape classification. 

 

 

Figure 18. Chip shape classification [4] 

2.2.5 Methods of chip breaking 

 Change cutting conditions 

Based on machining experiences, tests and conclusion from supplier, e.g. SANDVIK, 

common regular rules related to cutting conditions that effect on chip breaking would be 

generalized as follows [15]: 

o Entering angle / lead angle of tool 

The entering angle (KAPR) or the lead angle (PISR) is the angle between the 

cutting edge and the feed direction. It affects chip formation.  

 

  

Figure 19. Entering angle and Lead angle [15] 

o Cutting depth  

A larger cutting depth will influence the chip breaking, leading to higher forces to 

break and remove the chip [9].  

o Feed rate  

Higher feed creates chips with larger thickness, generally creating stronger chips, 

and thus makes the deformation of metal chips larger. Finally, make chips easier to 

break when chips curling and contacting tools or work piece [9].  

o Cutting speed 

Lower cutting speed makes chips sufficient plastic deformation, which would lead 

to easier break [9].  
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o Nose radius 

Nose radius of inserts is a key factor in turning. Generally, chip breaking improves 

with a smaller radius. A small nose radius generates thinner chips that are easier to 

push away from the workpiece. On the other hand, a large nose radius increases 

demands on the tool. It produces thicker chips and pushes them generally in many 

directions [9].  

 Modify cutting tool, e.g. Chip breaker 

o Chip breaker 

This is a method widely used in chip breaking optimization. The chip breaker is 

not only attached to the deformation of the chip, but also achieved to control of 

chip curl and break. In additional, chip breaker can be used in conditions whether 

is welding tool or machine tool, whether is a heavy grinding tool or not re-grinding 

tool. [5] 

The principle of chip breaker is break chips based on work hardening and 

impacting of metal chips. The shear strain of metal chip is equal or larger than that 

of the work piece material’s limitation.  The chip breaker is aimed to increase the 

deformation of chip and finally break chip. 

Typical chip breaker geometry is shown as Figure20. Chip breaker geometry. 

 

 

Figure 20. Chip breaker geometry [6] 

According to R.-Y. Kuo, J.-J. Junz Wang and R.-N. Lee’s experimental work about 

how insert groove geometry affect chip breaking performance [6], the results of 

experiment indicate that: 

 Inserts with a larger land angle, higher back wall and smaller groove is more 

effective in chip breaking. 

 Among the main parameters of the insert groove geometry, the width of 

groove has the greatest contribution to chip breaking than the others. 

 Add special devices to break chips via actions, e.g. fluid, gas, vibration 

o Fluid 

It is a common method that also good for chip breaking. The use of cutting fluid 

can reduce the plasticity and toughness of the chip. Increasing the pressure of 

cutting fluid can lead to chip breakage. It is widely used in hole processing and 

internal turning. 
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 Other methods 

o Predictive model [3] 

o Add special devices to break chips into smaller fragments 

o Combined approaches of above 

2.3 Tool life 

Tool life is one of the factors which affect productivity. Three main parameters (as shown in 

Figure 21) related to this project and affect tool life will be described below [16]:  

 Cutting depth, ap 

 Feed rate, f 

 Cutting speed, Vc 

Tool life is reduced by increasing parameters which are mentioned above, but with different 

levels. The reason is that increasing these parameters will raise cutting temperature, which 

strengthens abrasion of tool surface. The effect on tool life is decided by the how large these 

parameters effect on cutting temperature [9]. 

 

 
Figure 21. Parameters related to tool life [16] 
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3 THE PROCESS 

In this chapter, the working process is described. A structured process is often called a 

methodology and its purpose is to help the researcher/developer/designer to reach the goals 

for the project. 

3. 1 Problem identification 

This is a project to make action to production line of a company. As for a company, profit 

should be considered, so that, this part is divided into two parts with considering business 

aspect and technical aspect. Regarding to business aspect, a certain product which has most 

additional cost because of poor chip breaking was chosen to make improvements on its 

machining process. As for technical aspect, areas which occurs worst metal chip during the 

turning process of the chosen product from business aspect are selected to do improvement 

and test. 

3.1.1 Business aspect 

There are three production departments which consists of 7 production lines (see Table1) 

belong to department of soft machining in total. The production line with most additional cost 

caused by chip problems should be selected to improve. The aim of business aspect is to find 

the production line which affect profit most, in other word is to find the production line which 

make most additional cost due to poor chip breaking. This part will describe how the 

production line was chosen. Methods used for prioritizing machine are: OEE and cost analysis. 

 OEE (Overall Equipment Efficiency) 

OEE indicates the overall working efficiency of production departments. The higher 

OEE shows the higher efficiency. Three production departments were analyzed based 

on OEE during this project: 7113 IX (AX41, AX42), 7114 MX (AX51, AX53 and 

AX55) and 7115 HX (AX62, AX63). From Figure22. OEE in 2016, the OEE in 2016 is 

59.8%, 63.8% and 60.1% of production department 7113 IX, 7114 MX, 7115 HX, 

separately. Obviously, 7113 IX is the production department with lowest OEE. As a 

result, 7113 IX was chosen for further analysis based on OEE analysis. 

 

 

Figure 22. OEE in 2016 (Courtesy of Volvo) 
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 Cost analysis 

In this part, additional cost due to poor chip breaking was calculated. It consists of three 

costs: cost of breakdown loss, cost of maintenance loss and cost of quality loss. 

o Downtime loss 

Downtime is duration that machine stops during planned production time. In this 

part, the author only considers machine breakdown caused by chips. Cost of 

breakdown time loss is a way to convert time (h) into money (SEK), which is 

calculated as follow: 

Cost of downtime loss = breakdown time * hourly rate                 (9) 

Where, 

Hourly rate = cost of plant because of production line break down per hour 

o Maintenance loss 

Maintenance loss is caused by unplanned maintenance. For instance, 

 Turning machine or production lines restart 

 Extra cleaning in machines due to chips tangles machine cleaning 

 Additional shipments of chips due to conveyors contain large void volume, 

etc. 

The author got data of additional cost of maintenance (Table2) from TPM (Total 

Productive Maintenance) of Volvo, Köping, which indicates total additional cost of 

maintenance caused by breakdown. It does not show exactly cost of maintenance 

loss due to poor chip breaking. However, breakdown frequency of production lines 

is known, thus additional cost of maintenance could be estimated by average value 

as follows, 

Average maintained & material cost = maintained & material cost / total breakdown times      

(10) 

Cost of maintenance = Average maintained & material cost * frequency            (11) 

Table 2. Additional cost of maintenance (Courtesy of Volvo) 

Total breakdown times in 

2016 

Maintained & Material cost 

(SEK) 

Average Maintained & Material cost 

(SEK) 

132 405741 3073,79 

 

o Quality loss 

Quality loss is mainly from scrap products due to different kinds of quality 

problems, for instance, 

 Quality problems due to scratches and other damages 

 Quality problems because of clamping, etc. 

The author got total cost of quality loss form TPM (Total Productive 

Maintenance) of Volvo, Köping. And according to history data analysis, about 

20% of which are caused by poor chip breaking, so that cost of quality loss is 

estimated as follow, 

Cost of quality loss = total cost of quality loss * 20%                            (12) 

In summary, 
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Additional cost = cost of downtime loss + cost of maintenance + cost of quality loss       (13) 

 

Table3 Shows details of data which the author used to calculate additional cost, 

including cost of downtime loss, cost of maintenance loss and cost of quality loss (scrap 

product).  

Table 3. Details of additional cost related to chip breaking  

 
 

 
Figure 23. Additional cost distribution 

From Figure23, it is obviously that AX63 which is belonging to 7115 HX enjoyed the largest 

total additional cost. Followed is AX 55(belong to 7114 MX) and AX62 (belong to 7115 HX). 

However, there is only cost of quality loss of both AX55 and AX62. In additional, cost of 

quality loss due to poor chip breaking is an estimated data that means it is not precise, so that, 

the author took least weight on it. What is more, from Table4, it could be seen that, there is 

nearly no downtime due to poor chip breaking on production line AX63, AX62 and AX55 

between 2014 to 2015. Thus, in this situation, look into total additional cost is not reasonable. 

In order to do a more correct analysis, the author calculated sum of cost of downtime loss and 

cost of maintenance loss (light blue column in Figure23). As for additional cost except cost of 

quality loss, top three are AX53 (SEK 27702.9), AX51 (SEK 26275) and AX42 (SEK 24996). 

As a result, production line AX53 was chosen for further analysis based on cost analysis. 
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Table 4. Downtime related to chip breaking in from 2015 to 2016 (Courtesy of Volvo) 

 

Discussion: Compared OEE of 7113 IX (59.8%), 7114 MX (63.8%) and 7115 HX (60.1%), 

the OEE of three production departments are nearly 60% and enjoyed a very small gap. So 

OEE played a less import role than cost analysis during the analysis. As for the cost analysis, 

production line AX53 (SEK 27702.9) which performed the highest additional cost due to poor 

chip breaking was chosen to improve. 

Unfortunately, according to the schedule of workshop, production lines of department 7114 

MX (line AX 51, AX53 and AX55) would be relocated during the period of testing. The new 

concept could not be able to test on line AX53. As a result, AX 42 (SEK 24996) which 

enjoyed the third highest additional cost (maintenance loss + downtime loss) due to poor chip 

breaking was chosen instead of AX 53. 

3.1.2 Technical aspect 

The expected production line base on business aspect was chosen as AX 42. From technical 

aspect, core problem should be recognized and turning areas for improving should be 

identified. There is one turning / milling center in each production line. In order to find the 

root problem, the author went to workshop to do observation and filmed turning process. 

Methods that the author used in this part are RNC (Report of Non-Conformity) and 

observation. 

 RNC (Report of Non-Conformity) 

According to RNC report of production line AX42, the root problem of poor chip 

breaking is identified, that is, long metal chips accumulate and tangle on work piece, 

tool or V-block. As shown in Figure24. 

 

  

              Figure 24. Machine break down due to poor chip breaking (Courtesy of Volvo) 

 Observation 

Long chips are not created in all turning areas. Types of metal chips which are created 

during turning process in production line AX42 are shown in Figure25.  
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Figure 25. Different kinds of chip 

In order to find the worst chip breaking area, the author spent time in workshop at 

Volvo, Köping to randomly observe turning process and make films (5 films in total) of 

the process. After observing and analyzing the film, two turning areas were chosen as 

worst turning areas which are supposed to improve: 

o Turning area A: Turning path: T7D107 (as shown in APPENDIX B) 

This area contains a fillet shoulder. The problem occurs during the roughing 

process. When it is turning at this area, long chips are created and tangled on the 

shaft, sometimes tangle on the tool. 

 

 

Figure 26. Poor chip breaking at area A 
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o Turning area B: Turning path: T2D102 (as shown in APPENDIX B) 

The problem of this area occurs during the roughing process. When it is turning at 

this area, long chips are created. 

 

 
Figure 27. Poor chip breaking at area B 

3.2 Current concept 

3.2.1 Description of current concept 

 Information about production equipment is shown in Table5. 

 Machining data at areas which are to be improved are shown in Table6. 

Table 5. Equipment information of production line AX 42 

Production Line Part 

Number 

Material Coolant Machine 

 

AX42 Input 

Shaft 

 

21730607 

Case-Hardening 

Steel (sand basted) 

 

Castrol Alusol S251 

XBB, High pressure 

(70 bar) 

INDEX G250 

800 / 1400 

mm turning 

length 

Table 6. Equipment information of production line AX 42 

Are

a 

Insert  

#of tool 

paths 

 

𝑓 
(mm/r) 

 

ap 

(mm

) 

 

vc 
(rpm) 

Name Recommended of supplier 

𝑓(mm/r

) 
𝑎𝑝 

(mm) 

𝑟𝑒(mm) 

 

A 

[22] 

DNMG150612-

PR4215(SANDVI

K) 

 

 

0,4(0,2

5-0,7) 

 

4 (1-6) 

 

 

1,191 

 

 

1 

 

 

0.3 

 

 

3.4 

 

 

240 

 

B 

[20] 

CNMM120412-

QR4215(SANDVI

K) 

 

 

0,6(0,3

5-0,9) 

 

 

6(2-8) 

 

 

1,191 

 

 

1 

 

 

0.5 

 

 

3.6 

 

 

240 
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*NC program and turning paths could be found in APPENDIX C: TEST A1 and APPENDIX 

B, separately. 

3.2.2 Trouble shooting  

 The material of work piece is case-hardening steel. Continuous machining like turning 

of ductile metals, unlike brittle metals, e.g. grey cast iron, produce continuous chips, 

which leads to their handling and disposal problems. [17] 

 Long metal chips occur during rough turning process when turning fillet shoulder. 

Normally, long, unbroken snarls tangle around the tool or work pieces are caused by low 

feed, low and/or shallow depth of cut.  

 The position in area A is unique. It is a fillet shoulder with small radius (2mm).  Metal 

chips might jam when turning shoulder.  

Considering with the turning position, possible causes would be:  

 For area A 

o Only one tool path with large cutting depth (3.4mm) and relatively low feed rate 

make removed material to accumulate at fillet shoulder [24]. 

o Feed rate is low for the insert geometry 

o Continuous turning creates continuous metal chips which is not preferable 

 For area B 

o Continuous tool paths end with square shoulder makes insufficient chip breaking 

o Problems can also occur with wrap around chips on the radii when going from 

inner diameter to outer diameter when facing up on the shoulder [24]. 

Due to these possible causes, several solutions were generated as shown in chapter 6 new 

concept generation. 

3.3 Concept generation 

3.3.1 Concept 1 Change insert with different geometry of chip 

breaker 

The geometry of inserts is a significant factor that affects performance of chip breaking. One 

of concepts is to select a new insert with different geometry of chip breakability. The effect of 

inserts on chip breaking was introduced in chapter 2. 

The new insert with different geometry of chip breaker that was chosen for area B is 

DNMG150612-PR4215 of ISCAR. A comparison (Table 7) was made between 

DNMG150612-PR4215 (new from ISCAR) [12] and CNMM120412-QR4215 (current from 

SANDVIK) [20]. Over all, inserts DNMG150612-PR4215 with a larger land angle and higher 

back wall might have better performance on chip breaking. 

Table 7. Equipment information of production line AX 42 

Insert CNMM120412-QR4215 [20] DNMG150612-PR4215 [12] 

 

3D model 
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Geometry of chip 

breaker 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Type of chip breaker Single-sided chip breaker Double-sided chip breaker 

Land length Short  Long  

Back wall height Reduced bake wall Raised back wall 

Rake angle Chamfered cutting edge Straight cutting edge 

Nose radius 1.191 mm 1.191  

 

 Advantages of this concept: 

o Six cutting edges per insert, instead of two 

o No need to change NC program  

 Disadvantages of this concept: 

o Need to purchase new inserts and tools 

o Possible changes in cutting data regarding to inserts supplier  

3.3.2 Concept 2 Multiple tool paths  

Since one of the reasons creates long metal chips at area A is much removed material 

generated that accumulates at fillet shoulder. An idea is to reduce the quantity of removed 

material at fillet shoulder by multiplied tool paths. The principle is to increase current tool 

path into several tool paths by reduce cutting depth of each path and finally reduce removed 

material each cutting path. For example, the number of tool paths at area A is one path with 

total cutting depth 3.4mm. In this concept tool path will be increased from 1 to n, but 

remaining total cutting depth, then, cutting depth ap for each path is  

   ap= 3.4 / n                                                                      (13) 

Since the total cutting depth is changeless, the concept could also be applied by controlling 

cutting depth ap of each tool path, finally to increase quantity of tool paths n, 

n= 3.4 / ap                                                                                                     (14) 
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Figure 28. Concept 2 Multiple tool paths 

 Advantages of this concept: 

o Increase chip breakability by adding tool paths but remaining total cutting depth 

o Applied by only modifying NC program, no need for new tools and inserts 

 Disadvantages of this concept: 

o Might increase / decrease original machining time which would change current 

machining process 

3.3.3 Concept 3 Modify NC program 
Optimize current tool path by modifying NC program in order to improve chip breaking 

performance at square shoulder (area B). The original and modified tool paths at area B are 

shown as arrows in Figure29.  The concept is to retreat before insert reaching square shoulder 

(tool path 1 as shown left in Figure29). Then, restart feed from opposite direction (tool path 2 

as shown left in Figure29). The concept is designed to avoid poor chip breaking at squared 

shoulder. 

 

 
Figure 29. Modify tool path when turning shoulder 

 Advantages of this concept: 

o Applied by only modifying NC program, no need for new tools and inserts 

 Disadvantages of this concept: 
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o Create change to current machining process after modifying existing NC program 

3.3.4 Concept 4 interrupted turning 

Make metal chips breaking by intermittent cutting methods. Make micro pause during the 

whole turning process to micro stop or reduce feed. The principle is to separate a continuous 

turning process into intermittent turning processes. In another word, to create metal chips in 

several short cutting processes instead of a long continuous cutting process. Finally, to reduce 

length of metal chips by cutting process micro pause (feed – stop/retreat – feed – 

stop/retreat···).  The turning process is as shown in Figure30. 

 

                 
Figure 30. Interrupted turning 

 Advantages of this concept: 

o Could reduce length of metal chip for all kinds of material 

o Applied by only modifying NC program, no need for new tools and inserts 

o Less cutting depth would increase life time of inserts, which will reduce frequency 

of changing new inserts as a result reduce cost on purchasing inserts 

 Disadvantages of this concept: 

o Effect on surface quality 

Create micro pauses make the turning process not continuous, which would result 

in poor surface roughness, poor dimensional accuracy of workpiece. 

o Create change to current machining process after modifying existing NC program 

o Increase original machining time 

o Reduce life time of machine tools and inserts by increasing wear of inserts and 

machine 

3.3.5 Concept 5 Impulsive chip breaking method [7] 

This is a non-conventional method for chip breaking. The method breaks metal chips through 

internal force which is generated by changing rotating speed of machine spindle. It works as 

follow:  

Firstly, the machine spindle rotates at an initial speed n1. Secondly, increase the rotational 

speed of machine spindle from n1 to n2 within a prescribed short period of time. Thus, an 

acceleration rate of machine spindle, a, was generated. Thirdly, the rotational speed of 

machine spindle resumes from n2 to n1 continuing normal cutting operations. Finally, the 

machine spindle rotates with a cyclically rotational speed (n1-n2-n1-n2…). Thus, there is an 
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impulsive increase (from n1 to n2) in the rotational speed of machine spindle. At the same 

time, an internal force which will help to break metal chips was created due to the impulsive 

change of rotational speed. 

During the whole process, three factors determine chip breaking: 

 Impulsive rotational speed of machine spindle, n2,  

 Acceleration rate of rotational speed, a 

 The time interval between two speed impulses, ∆t 

Above factors, n2 and a control chip breakability and ∆t controls the length of broken metal 

chip. 

 Advantages of this concept: 

o Could make metal chips shorter for all kinds of material 

o Applied by only modifying NC program, no need for new tools and inserts 

 Disadvantages of this concept: 

o Effect on surface quality by additional vibration caused by impulsive speed 

o Change existing machining time which might affect time schedule of production 

line 

o Reduce life time of machine tools and inserts due to supernumerary vibration, 

which will reflect on cost on purchasing and repairing inserts, tools and machine 

3.4 Concept evaluation 

Regarding to 5 concepts are generated, the author uses Pugh’s matrix to evaluate concepts and 

choose best concept to do further development and test. In the evaluation, Volvo, Köping’s 

current concept is selected as base concept. Four criterions were used to evaluate new 

concepts as mentioned below: 

 Geometry of chip breaker:  

Evaluate concepts according to grove geometry of inserts with different parameters of 

inserts groove which has contributions to chip breaking, such as rake angle, land length, 

back wall height. Detailed comparison of chip breaker between inserts could be found in 

chapter 5, concept 1. 

 Chip breakability 

Possibility of improving performance of chip fracture compared with current concept. 

 Cost 

Since this is an optimization of chip breaking on business production line which is 

related to productivity and profile. Cost on each concept is an important factor to 

evaluate the feasibility.  The aspect of cost focuses on purchase new inserts and tools 

and productivity. 

 Machining time 

Due to this is an improvement on a production line, cycle time must be considered. 

Increase and decrease machining time of every machining process should be evaluated 

to prevent affecting productivity, operation and schedule of production of the plant. 
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According to the results of concept evaluation, obviously concept 1, 2 are the best concepts 

which enjoy most ‘+’ and least ‘–’and will have most improvement on current concept. 

Table 8. Pugh’s Matrix 

 

criteria 

Concept1 

 

Concept2 

 

Concept3 

 

Concept4 

 

 

Concept5 

Geometry of 

chip 

breaker 

+ S S S S 

Chip 

breakability 

+ + + + + 

Cost - + S S - 

Machining 

time 

S - - - - 

∑+ 2 2 1 1 1 

∑- 1 1 1 1 2 

∑S 1 1 2 2 1 

Continue YES YES NO NO NO 

 

3.5 Experimental works                                                                                                                                         

According to selected new concepts, concept 1 (Change insert with different geometry of chip 

breaker) will be tested at area B (tool path: T2D102) and concept 2 will be tested at area A 

(tool path: T7D107). Details of experiment are described as follows. 

3.5.1 Area A 

3.5.1.1 Design of test A 

There should be only one variable during tests at area A, that is, cutting depth as well as 

quantity of tool paths. However, considering about the practical situation of a production line 

and one of the purposes of the project, productivity should be an important criterion of this 

project. What is more, the test should consider the tool and insert life, so that cutting depth 

with suitable feed rate is needed. Thus, in order to control the cycle time (machining time) 

and tool/insert life, variable designed as different quantity of tool paths with different feed 

rate. In other word, the more quantity of tool paths, the smaller cutting depth, the larger feed 

rate. Description of machining time and the relation between machining time and feed rate 
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could be found in equation (6), which shows machining time is reversely to feed rate. Due to 

the nose radius of the insert which was used at tool path T7D107 is 1.191 mm, the cutting 

depths of each path are designed as 1.5 mm (lager than nose radius) and 1 mm (smaller than 

nose radius). 

Details of variable are listed as follow. Cutting conditions and controls of tests are shown in 

Table9.  

 Variables: A= cutting depth & quantity of tool path 

o A1=   3mm & low feed rate (current concept) 

o A2=1.5mm & regular feed rate 

o A3=   1 mm & high feed rate 

Table 9. Test design at area A 

TEST FEED 

RATE 

SPINDLE SPEED # of TOOL PATH COOLANT 

TEST 

A1 

0.3 mm/r 240 rpm 1 No 

TEST 

A2 

0.5 mm/r 240 rpm 3 No 

TEST 

A3 

0.8 mm/r 240 rpm 5 No 

 

 Simulation of turning process: 

o Input CAD model (Figure31) of shaft in to CAM software 

 

 
Figure 31. CAD model of input shaft (Courtesy of Volvo) 

o Set up parameters (e.g. insert, cutting depth, feed, speed, etc.) of turning and 

generate tool paths automatically 
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Figure 32. tool paths generation 

 

o Turning process simulation and NC program generation 

Simulation of turning process is shown in Table10 and NC programs could be 

found in APPENDIX C. 

Table 10. Turning process simulation 

 

Tes

t 

 

Turning process simulation 

 

A1 

 

 

 

A2 

 

 

A3 
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3.5.2 Area B 

3.5.2.1 Design of test B 

Regarding to concept 1, the only variable is insert. Other factors remained same as current 

concept. Details of design of tests are described as follows: 

 Variables: B= Insert 

o B1= old insert CNMM 120412-QR4215 (SANDVIK) (Current concept) 

o B2= new insert WNMX 080716-M4PW (ISCAR) 

Table 11. Test design at area B 

TEST FEED 

RATE 

CUTTING DEPTH SPINDLE SPEED COOLANT 

B1 0.5 mm/r 3.6 mm 240 rpm NO 

B2 0.5 mm/r 3.6 mm 240 rpm NO 
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4  RESULTS  

In the results chapter the results that are obtained with the methods described in the method 

chapter are compiled, and analyzed and compared with the existing knowledge and theory 

presented in the frame of reference chapter.   

4.1 Result of test A 

Metal chips from tested area of test A1, A2 and A3 are shown in Table11. Test results of area 

A. 
Table 12. Test results of area A 

Test CAM Engineering Test result 

A1 

 

 

A2 

 

 

A3 

 

 

 

4.1.1 Evaluation of test 

In order to evaluate the results of tests, five criteria were used for ranking the results with 

weight from 5 (high performance) to 1 (low performance).  

 Chip length 

Focus on the ability to reduce length of metal chips after turning process. To evaluate by 

measure the length of chips from tests. 

 Risk of break down 

Focus on the frequency and time of machine break down. Theoretically, the higher 

ability in creating short metal chips, the less risk of machine breakdown. 
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 Chip evacuation 

Focus on chip collection and shipment. Compared with long metal chips, it is easier and 

less space needed for chip collection for shorter chips. 

 Working environment of operator 

Focus on the frequency of machine cleaning and safety of working environment for 

operator. 

 Energy consumption 

Focus on machining power and valid energy consumption, in other word, the energy 

cost on qualified products. 
Table 13. Evaluation of test A 

Test A1 A2 A3 

Chip length 2 3 4 

Risk of break down 2 3 4 

Chip evacuation 1 2 5 

Working environment of operator 1 2 4 

Energy consumption 1 2 3 

∑ 7 12 20 

From result of test evaluation, both A2 and A3 have significant improvement on these five 

aspects compared with current concept (A1). As a result, concept 2 ‘multiple tool paths’ is 

verified as a solution for chip breaking optimization at area A (in condition of turning 

shoulders). 

4.2 Result of test B 

When testing new insert in area B, undesired results occurred as shown in Figure33.  Obvious 

scratches occur on surface of work piece after turning with insert WNMX 080716-M4PW 

(ISCAR). As a result, test of area B terminated. Possible causes to this result will be discussed 

following in chapter 8 discussion. 

 

 
Figure 33. Result of test B 
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

A discussion of the results and the conclusions that the authors have drawn during the Master 

of Science thesis are presented in this chapter. The conclusions are based from the analysis 

with the intention to answer the formulation of questions that is presented in Chapter 1.  

5.1 Discussion  

5.1.1 Test for area A 

 Turning situation  

From the results and evaluation of tests, it indicates that the concept ‘multiple tool path’ 

is successfully improved the performance of chip breaking, especially in the situation of 

turning shoulder from inner diameter to outer diameter. However, it is hard to draw a 

conclusion that the solution is suitable for all turning situations. The hypothesis could be 

made but it should be verified through tests for other turning situation except turning 

shoulder. 

 Quantity of tool path related to chip length 

According to the results of tests, the chip length of chips from 5 tool paths is much 

shorter than that of chips from 3 and 1 tool path. Also, the chip length of chips from 3 

tool paths is shorter than that of chips from 1 tool path. The results show that the length 

of chips is decreased by adding tool path with remaining total cutting depth. But it is 

insufficient to draw a conclusion that the chip length is reversely to quantity of tool path, 

that is, the more tool paths the shorter chip length. The reason is that firstly, only 3 

levels of quantity of tool path, which is too narrow to get the conclusion; Secondly, only 

one test for each level, which is too less to get such a conclusion. 

 Cutting depth related to nose radius 

One of the aim to design the cutting depth of the tests (fluctuate around nose radius of 

insert) is to observe the relationship between cutting depth and nose radius when turning 

shoulder. But it is not achieved the purpose due to the design of test (too narrow range 

of cutting depth). 

 Variables and controls 

The variables of tests are designed as cutting depth/ tool paths ×  feed rate.  

Theoretically, the set of variables should be designed as shown in Table 14. As for the 

design of variables for real tests, as shown in Table 15, it is not sufficient for finding the 

best ap & f in the field of research work. However, this project is aimed to improve 

productivity of the production line base on chip breaking, more practical factors should 

be considered, for instance, machining time and tool / insert life. For example, large ap 

& large / medium f  will damage insert; Small ap  & small f  will increase original 

machining time. So, design the variables as shown in Table 14 is not suitable for the 

project.  

As a result, the author set variables with consideration of factors mentioned above as 

shown in Table 15. 
Table 14. Variables of test A (theoretical) 
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Test A1  

Large 𝑎𝑝   

 

 

 

 

& 

Small 𝑓 

Test A2 Medium 𝑓 

Test A3 Large 𝑓 

Test A4  

Medium 𝑎𝑝 

Small 𝑓 

Test A5 Medium 𝑓 

Test A6 Large 𝑓 

Test A7  

Small 𝑎𝑝         

Small 𝑓 

Test A8 Medium 𝑓 

Test A9 Large 𝑓 

 

Table 15. Variables of test A 

Test A1 Large 𝑎𝑝        &       Small 𝑓 

Test A2 Medium 𝑎𝑝   &      Medium 𝑓 

Test A3 Small 𝑎𝑝        &       Large 𝑓 

5.1.2 Test of Area B 

 Analysis of test failure 

The problem occurs because of bad surface quality. From the view of the author, the 

most possible reason is cutting conditions. Since, in test B, only insert was changed as 

variables, but remaining all cutting conditions. The cutting conditions (f, ap, Vc) should 

be modified with adjusting the geometry of the new insert.  

5.1.3 Taguchi method 

Taguchi method also called robust design is a useful experimental method to find out the 

dominant factor which affects the result. Following get a best combination of factors for 

optimization. As for the experimental work in this project, the design of test is not as perfect 

as a good robust design. During the design of experiment, only control factors were 

considered but lack of considering with noise factors.  

5.2 Conclusions 

During the project work, a feasibility analysis based on additional cost analysis is made to 

find the production line to take action on chip breaking optimization. 5 concepts for chip 

breaking optimization are generated. All these concepts focus on reduce the length of chips 

and further reduce downtime and increase product quality. Finally increase OEE. 

Over all, the result of experiment shows that the project has fulfilled the targets: 
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 Study of chip breaking   

Studied on research about chip breaking and generated five concepts for chip breaking 

optimization. 

 Chip breaking improvement of soft turning process  

o Reduced the quantity of undesired chips through reduce the length of chips  

o Improved working environment for operators 

o Reduced length of chips  
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6  RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this chapter, recommendations on more detailed solutions and/or future work in this field 

are presented. 

6.1 Recommendations 

According to the discussion about test results, several recommendations could be given: 

 Concept 2 ’multiple tool paths’ has successfully improved performance of chip breaking 

at area A of products (part number 21730607). It is a preferable solution with easy 

operation to improve chip breaking while turning shoulder without changing inserts, 

tools and cutting parameters. It is recommended to test on other production line at 

similar turning paths and turning conditions. 

 Since it is insufficient to draw a conclusion that the chip length is reversely to quantity 

of tool path as discussed in Chapter 5, more test levels and more quantity of test are 

recommended. 

6.2 Future work 

 Concept 1 ’change inserts with different geometry of chip breaker’ which was tested at 

area B (Turning path: T2D102) is recommended to do a second loop test with modified 

cutting parameters. 

 From the view of robust design, there are improvements could be made on the design of 

experiment to help to find best cutting conditions for chip breaking according to the 

discussion about Taguchi method in Chapter 5. 
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 APPENDIX A: TEMPLATE OF RNC REPORT(Courtesy 

of Volvo)  
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APPENDIX B: PRODUCITON DRAWING (Courtesy of 

Volvo) 
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APPENDIX C: NC PROGRAMS 

TEST A1 (Courtesy of Volvo) 

; Programmname        = VOLVO_607_TEIL1 

; WERKSTUECKNUMMER    = 9860579 

; Kunde               = VOLVO 

; Maschine            = 540183 

; ROHTEIL             =  

; Werkstoff           =  

; HSP-Spanndruck      = 80 BAR 

; GSP-Spanndruck      = 70 BAR 

; Handhabung          = INDEX WHW 

; Datum               =  

; Stückzeit           =  

; BACKEN NR.5300003   = -5mm 

; ANSLAGS RING NR.9864-181 

; SPANNHYLSA          = D85 

; HYLSA INV. NR.9864-182 

; MESSPR.= 607 

; WHW BACKEN: GREIFER1= LINKS 82-92mm, RECHTS 53-66mm 

;             GREIFER2= 53-66mm 

N1350 MSG("EINSTICH VORDREHEN LINKS") 

N1360 T7 D107;<-------ÄNDRAD/KONTROLLERAD 

N1370 G95 S4=1320 M4=3 

N1380 G0 X58 Z-201 M1=8 

N1390 G96 S4=240 

N1400 M4=97 

;<---Anfang 

N1410 OFFN=0.2 

N1420 H6=0105 

;#7__DlgK contour definition begin - Don't change!;*GP*;*RO*;*HD* 

N1430 G18 G90 DIAM90;*GP* 

N1440 G0 Z-201 X58;*GP*              (prova ändra här) 

N1450 G1 X54.5 G41 F0.3;*GP* 

N1460 Z-198.6 X54;*GP* 

N1470 Z-184.70536 X49.1 RND=10;*GP* 

N1480 Z-183.1;*GP* 

N1490 G3 Z-181.1 X53.1 K=AC(-183.1) I=AC(53.1);*GP* 

N1500 G1 X57 CHR=.2;*GP* 

N1510 Z-178.15;*GP* 

N1520 Z-170.06238 X50.3;*GP* 

N1530 Z-156.55;*GP* 
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N1540 X55.6 CHR=.2;*GP* 

N1550 Z-153;*GP* 

N3420 M30 

Test A2 (Courtesy of Volvo) 

N1360 T7 D107;<-------ÄNDRAD/KONTROLLERAD 

N1370 G95 S4=1320 M4=3 

N1380 G0 X58.397 Z-188.611 M1=8 

N1390 G96 S4=240 

N1400 M4=97 

;<---Anfang 

;#7__DlgK contour definition begin - Don't change!;*GP*;*RO*;*HD* 

N1430 G18 G90 DIAM90;                       (prova ändra här) 

N1431 X56.697 Z-188.536 

N1432 G01 X55.G41 Z-187.688 F.5 

N1433 X53.691 Z-183.977 

N1434 G03 X53.558 Z-183.495 I6.504 K1.147 

N1435 G01 X54.2 

N1436 G02 X56.335 Z-183.333 I0.0 K3.595 

N1437 G01 Z-182.133 

N1438 G00 X56.697 

N1439 Z-193.994 

N1440 G01 X55. Z-193.146 

N1441 X51.825 Z-184.142 

N1442 G03 X51.595 Z-182.83 I7.438 K1.311 

N1443 G01 Z-182.548 

N1444 X54.2 

N1445 G02 X56.991 Z-182.15 I0.0 K2.648 

N1446 G01 Z-180.95 

N1447 G00 Z-200.063 

N1448 X56.697 

N1449 G01 X55. Z-199.215 

N1450 X54.6 Z-198.493 

N1451 Z-197.469 

N1452 X49.958 Z-184.306 

N1453 G03 X49.7 Z-182.83 I8.371 K1.476 

N1454 G01 Z-182.1 

N1455 G03 X50.7 Z-181.6 I.5 K0.0 

N1456 G01 X54.2 

N1457 G02 X56.608 Z-181.1 I0.0 K1.7 

N1500 G1 X57 CHR=.2;*GP*             (andra läget) 

N1510 Z-178.15;*GP* 

N1520 Z-170.06238 X50.3;*GP* 
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N1530 Z-156.55;*GP* 

N1540 X55.6 CHR=.2;*GP* 

N1550 Z-153;*GP* 

TEST A3 (Courtesy of Volvo) 

N1360 T7 D107;<-------ÄNDRAD/KONTROLLERAD 

N1370 G95 S4=1320 M4=3 

N1380 G0 X58.397 Z-188.611 M1=8 

N1390 G96 S4=240 

N1400 M4=97 

;<---Anfang 

;#7__DlgK contour definition begin - Don't change!;*GP*;*RO*;*HD* 

N1430 G18 G90 DIAM90;                       (prova ändra här) 

N1431 X55.03 Z-189.886 

N1432 G01 Z-188.686 G41 F.8 

N1433 Z-185.686 

N1434 X54.405 Z-183.914 

N1435 X54.386 Z-183.858 

N1436 X55.941 

N1437 X56.044 Z-183.857 

N1438 Z-182.657 

N1439 G00 X56.697 

N1440 Z-189.7 

N1441 G01 X55. Z-188.851 

N1442 X53.293 Z-184.012 

N1443 G03 X53.118 Z-183.293 I6.703 K1.182 

N1444 G01 X55.941 

N1445 G02 X56.364 Z-183.28 I0.0 K1.693 

N1446 G01 Z-182.08 

N1447 G00 X56.697 

N1448 Z-192.95 

N1449 G01 X55. Z-192.102 

N1450 X52.182 Z-184.11 

N1451 G03 X51.958 Z-182.83 I7.259 K1.28 

N1452 G01 Z-182.729 

N1453 X55.941 

N1454 G02 X56.707 Z-182.662 I0.0 K1.129 

N1455 G01 Z-181.462 

N1456 G00 Z-196.201 

N1457 X56.697 

N1458 G01 X55. Z-195.352 

N1459 X51.07 Z-184.208 

N1460 G03 X50.829 Z-182.83 I7.815 K1.378 
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N1461 G01 Z-182.164 

N1462 X55.941 

N1463 G02 X56.783 Z-181.976 I0.0 K.564 

N1464 G01 X57.224 Z-181.73 

N1465 Z-180.53 

N1466 G00 Z-201.061 

N1467 X56.697 

N1468 G01 X55. Z-200.212 

N1469 X54.6 Z-199.491 

N1470 Z-197.469 

N1471 X49.958 Z-184.306 

N1472 G03 X49.7 Z-182.83 I8.371 K1.476 

N1473 G01 Z-182.1 

N1474 G03 X50.7 Z-181.6 I.5 K0.0 

N1475 G01 X55.941 

N1476 X56.836 Z-181.1 

N1500 G1 X57 CHR=.2;*GP*             (andra läget) 

N1510 Z-178.15;*GP* 

N1520 Z-170.06238 X50.3;*GP* 

N1530 Z-156.55;*GP* 

N1540 X55.6 CHR=.2;*GP* 

N1550 Z-153;*GP* 


